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The European Union has undergone many changes over the last decade as a result of

both internal and external pressures. Two successive enlargements have raised the number of

Member States to fifteen. Two major Treaty reforms - the Single Act and the Treaty on

European Union - have radically modified the EU's institutional and political framework.

It was the 1993 Copenhagen European Ministers Council meeting which began the

discussion on enlargement of the EU by including as members the countries of Central and

Eastern Europe. The Madrid Council in December 1995 called on the European Commission

to submit a paper on enlargement, which includes a communication on the future financial

framework of the Union beyond 2000.

As a result, the European Commission produced a communication, "Agenda 2000: For

a Stronger and Wider Union", which outlines in a single framework the broad perspectives for

the development of the Union and its policies beyond the turn of the century. Agenda 2000

identifies political and economic factors as the main criteria for accession to the EU. Other

obligations of membership are associated with the adoption of the so-called "acquis

communautaire" or existing body of rules and legislation and it is under this obligation that

energy and nuclear safety criteria are found.

European Union energy policy rests on three pillars: competitiveness, security of

supply and environment. The energy legislation includes competition and state subsidies, the

internal energy market, nuclear energy, energy efficiency and environmental rules. The

development of Trans European Energy networks, support for energy R&D and the
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liberalisation of the gas market are other important elements of the Union's energy policy. In

the field of nuclear energy, the original treaty (EURATOM Treaty) has evolved into a

substantial framework of legal and political tools, including international agreements. For

example, one of these agreements is the EU-US agreement for nuclear co-operation, which

establishes a framework for trade in nuclear materials under safeguards and for scientific co-

operation on nuclear projects between the parties.

The European Union believes that enlargement will benefit the energy sector by

ensuring stability of energy supplies, research and energy efficiency on a continental scale,

and therefore make a positive impact on security and peace in the region. However the

European Union also recognises that important investments will be required to ensure that all

countries conform with EU legislation. The Energy Charter Treaty which establishes an

investment framework for the energy industry in both east and western Europe is another

important part of plans to improve the situation. The energy policy of an enlarged Union will

also need to take into account increased dependency on Russian energy resources, especially

natural gas. The economic and social consequences of mine restructuring is another sensitive

issue which will no doubt influence the establishment of an internal energy market.

Nuclear energy and safety is a topic which causes many heated debates within the

European Union institutions and especially the Parliament. The treaty which covers nuclear

energy, is the Euratom Treaty. It addresses issues of health and safety, including radiation

protection, safety of nuclear installations, management of radioactive waste; investment,

including EURATOM financial instruments, promotion of research, nuclear common market,

supplies, safeguards, and international relations. A long but somewhat misleading list, as most

Member States retain the right to set their own energy policy. A fact for which we, as the

nuclear industry, are extremely grateful. However the EU legislation is helpful in funding

common research into specific areas of reactor safety and radioactive waste programmes.

FORATOM intends to support the continued enforcement of the EURATOM Treaty because

without it, to be an economically viable industry in an EU political framework, which

includes formally anti-nuclear countries like Austria and Ireland, would be difficult if not

impossible.

How is the nuclear question and enlargement seen by EU officials?
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Nuclear safety in some candidate countries cause serious concern to the EU, even

independently of enlargement. The western European nuclear industry shares these concerns

and we are actively working so that safety issues at some eastern nuclear plants are urgently

and effectively addressed. The European Union's stance is that, in co operation with accession

countries, solutions should be found to these issues in accordance with the Community

nuclear legislation. We want a "nuclear safety culture", similar to that in the West, is

established as soon as possible, irrespective of EU membership negotiations. Public opinion is

likely to be increasingly sensitive to nuclear safety as a consequence of some nuclear power

plants in candidate countries, and this could affect major EU policy developments in this area.

Our recent experience with Austrian opposition to the Mochovce nuclear plant entering

operation, which involved a public hearing in the European Parliament followed by passage

of a resolution is only one example.

What does the European Union propose?

The G7 Munich summit in 1992 recommended that closure of older generation nuclear

power plants should follow the upgrade of more recent designs. This approach is reinforced in

the Commission's categorisation of plants into upgradeable and non-upgradeable reactors.

It is recognised that long-term strategies will need to be endorsed to achieve nuclear

energy legislation, exemplified by a strong safety culture and independent regulatory bodies.

The economic, security of supply and energy independence brought about by nuclear power

will need to be balanced with the existing EU legislation. And here, many issues need to be

resolved.

Environmental legislation also influences to a certain extent the debate on nuclear

energy and more specifically radioactive waste management. Given the present environmental

problems and the need for investments in the Central and Eastern European Countries, none

of the ten candidate countries is expected to fully comply in the near future. Major differences

in environmental protection between Member States and new members would significantly

affect the development of a common European environmental policy.

A number of true tasks have to be considered
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on Energy legislation :

" No applicant has its energy legislation in line with the European Union acquis

communautaire".

on Nuclear legislation :

Internationally recognised safety standards will have to be met, with the establishment

of independent safety authorities and international conventions on waste and spent fuel

must be ratified. Decommissioning costs will also have to be met in the pricing of

electricity. Adequate waste management policies will need to be implemented.

on Environmental legislation :

The European Commission warns that the environmental dimension of the next stage

of the accession negotiations will represent the greatest challenge yet. The

Commission estimates that upwards of US$135 billion will be needed to enable East

European countries to meet EU environmental standards.

The message is clear: The task at hand are immense, complex and difficult. Neither

the European Union nor the candidate countries are ready yet to move towards the goal of

enlargement. The European Union must restructure its institutions and its finances in order to

embrace enlargement and accommodate an extra 100 million new citizens. The candidate

countries may restructure their political institutions, economy, judicial system amongst other

areas in order to adopt the rules and legislation in order to become a Member State of the

Union. The nuclear industry, both in the Union and the CEECs, has an inescapable duty to

fully participate in and assist with this process.

Co-operation and communication are the key words and actions the nuclear industry

should have as underlying principles during this time of change. The nuclear industry in the

European Union has followed European Union legislation for most of its life. Through

enlargement, the nuclear industry of the central and east European countries can become part

of the European Union nuclear industry and as such, your interests will be the same as those

of the current Member States.

FORATOM is the trade association of the European nuclear industry and is based in

Brussels with a staff of 7 people. FORATOM's members are the 12 national nuclear Fora
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from EU Members States, Switzerland and the Czech Republic. We hope that in the near

future other central and eastern countries will join our association.

The objectives of FORATOM are:

* To organise the views of the European nuclear industry and represent them towards

European institutions such as the European Parliament and the Commission

* To act as the voice of the nuclear industry in European debates

* To communicate information back to its members

* To act as an adviser to the international institutions, like the OECD/NEA and the IAEA

In this context one of the primary roles of FORATOM is to improve perceptions of the

industry in the Institutions of the European Union, especially the European Parliament and the

European Commission. A further role is to act as the voice of the industry in European policy

debates which may affect the industry. The main mechanism to accomplish these tasks is

through Working Groups. The four current working groups have representatives from a

variety of industrial sectors, who are nominated by their national Fora. These are Strategy,

Transport, Civil Liability and Quality Assurance working groups.

These working groups are formed by nominations of corporate representatives from

the national Fora. The working groups are currently covering a variety of different subjects

like the role of nuclear energy for sustainable development, the enlargement of the European

Union to include central and eastern European countries and how this may affect nuclear

safety assistance programmes, to topics within the 5th Framework Programme on Research

and Development, which is the only EU financed programme for nuclear R&D.

FORATOM publishes position papers on these issues and distributes them widely

within the Institutions of the European Union. Recent position papers include subjects like

* the views of the nuclear industry on renewable energy sources

* the role of nuclear energy in helping prevent greenhouse gas emissions

* harmonisation of transportation safety standards
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* nuclear safety cooperative programmes in CEECs regarding the TACIS and Phare

programmes

FORATOM also publishes a newsletter for Members of Parliament and officials of the

European Commission on current events in the industry, a monthly bulletin on the work of the

Secretariat, and a yearly Almanac which surveys the entire industry, and occasional Fact

Sheets and briefing notes. The trade association of the European nuclear industry also has an

internet site where information about the European industry and recent press releases can be

consulted.

Despite all activity, much more effort is necessary. FORATOM's limited resources,

mean that we can not be in contact with every Member of the European Parliament and we are

unable to issue our publications in more than three languages. FORATOM hosts dinner-

debates three times a year on a variety of subjects such as advanced technologies for nuclear

energy R&D, and nuclear safety in eastern European plants. This later event, which

FORATOM hosted last year involved a joint invitation to Members of the European

Parliament and the Council of Europe, which includes many representatives from Parliaments

of Central and Eastern European countries.

To conclude, FORATOM is working to help the institutions of the EU understand the

situation of nuclear energy in each of the candidate countries and welcomes parties to join us

in this effort.
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